
5

It is much more fun to learn from the mistakes 

that other make than the ones you make.
(S.J.)

4

URSULA THE WITCH A witch named Ursula lives in the forest 
where she performs her magic. When her 
magic tricks go badly, she is known to 
become very angry.

Moral: Throughout the story the reader 
realizes that we are responsible for our 
own mistakes.

Mojiceja Podgorsek
Ursula the witch
Dasa Simcic
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Shifting responsibility to 
someone else



6

Tina and Tom are peers and neighbours, who play 
on different sides of the same fence because of their 
social differences. But then one day, Tina doesn’t 
come out to play anymore ...

Moral: It’s not important the status you possess, 
all that matters is the greatness you express.

TINA AND TOM

Whoever wears the shoes of love does not have to 

worry about walking around the world barefoot.

(M.L.)

Mojiceja Podgorsek
Tina and Tom
Nina Meglic
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Social differences

7
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Mojiceja Podgorsek
How chocolate came to be 
Maja Lubi
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Being different

Once upon a time a little bee named Anna flew in the bee kingdom. Anna had 
a big secret, which she kept hidden until the day when she was preparing a 
beverage for the Queen bee.
Inside the picture book you can also find a recipe on how to make chocolate.

Moral: This picture book encourages a child not to be afraid of being different, 
because being different can offer many unexpected benefits.

This story represents a wonderful journey into the boundless 

world of making big and small wishes come true.
(M.P.)

HOW CHOCOLATE 
CAME TO BE



This is a story about a monkey who is left without a tree, 
because she didn’t want to share it with anybody. 

Moral: The story educates children that it is perfectly safe 
to share. If they are overly attached to something, they 
can lose the thing they love the most. 

Lorena Moreti
Monkey and her story
Andreja Gregoric
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Selfishness Those who cling to things are bound 

to lose them sooner or later.
(P.M.)

1110

MONKEY AND 
HER STORY
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THEW
dent

THE FOX TALE
A sly fox Lena cleverly tricks her friends to assume a very important position 

in the forest council. But one day her slyness leaves her in the lurch.

Moral: This story tells the reader that it is not worth to look for shortcuts 

at the expense of others, in order to reach your own success faster.

Friendships are the bonds that weave us a wonderfully 

colourful, soft, and warm blanket of memories, laughter, 

and love, and with which we cover ourselves when we 

walk alone on unfamiliar and steep paths of life.
(P.M.)

Picture book, containing a partial pictography, is suitable for all children, but 

especially for those who are facing a transition from upper-case to lower-case letters.

Mojiceja Podgorsek
The fox tale
Ajda Erznoznik
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Self-interest
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GOOSE BETTY Goose Betty does not want to accept the fact that she 
needs glasses, but because her bad vision hinders her in 
everyday work and games, she reluctantly agrees to wear 
them. It turns out that the world is completely different 
with her glasses on.

Moral: Admitting you have a problem 
is the first step in fixing it.

Mojiceja Podgorsek
Goose Betty
Erika Omerzel Vujic
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Admitting you have a problem

Those who stay out of trouble, see the 

world in a different way. But they never 

see it as it truly is.
(M.P.)
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SEAMSTRESS ABBY Abby goes to the city, where she opens her first sewing 
salon. She gets visits from Fear, Troubles, and Doubt, 
which try to make Abby doubt herself and her work. But 
instead of giving up, Abby remembers the advice of her 
family, and this helps her to overcome difficult times.

Moral: The story shows how obstacles can always  
be found on the way to the fulfillment of one’s dreams,  
but we can overcome them with perseverance, courage,  
and confidence in ourselves. 

Karen Soklic
Seamstress Abby
Tina Dobrajc
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Perseverance and following your 
dreams

Brave people always find a way that 

leads to the fulfillment of their wishes. 
(J.S.)
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Little plastic bag encounters many problems at 
her birth. She quickly forgets about them after
she is brought to the shop where she feels great. 
Her long journey begins when a family uses her 
to put fruit in her.

Moral: The story educates the reader  
that the excessive use of plastic bags greatly 
burdens the environment in which we live.  
It also offers a solution on how each one of us 
can be a part of solving this problem. 

Even the smallest decisions affect 

the environment in which we live.
(M.L.)

Mojiceja Podgorsek
Journey of a small plastic bag
Dasa Simcic
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Excessive use of plastic bags

JOURNEY OF A SMALL PLASTIC BAG
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Kate enthusiastically embarks on a delicious pizza that her 
mother made. While eating, many machines in her body start to 
work. They carefully process each and every morsel and forward
it to different parts of the body.

Moral: The story wants to show the children in a friendly and 
understandable way what happens with food after we eat it. 

We are healthy when our body easily processes food and nourishes all living cells.

Mojiceja Podgorsek
How pizza turned into a poo
Uros Hrovat
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Human digestion

HOW PIZZA TURNED INTO A POO

(L.M.)
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A squirrel and a hedgehog fight over 
a hazelnut. But where two fight over 
a thing, it is the third one that gets 
everything.

Moral: Children learn from the story 
that problems cannot be solved by 
mutual accusations.

THAT  HAZELNUT  IS  MINE!

In every argument there is also wisdom 

that is needed for its solution.
(S.J.)

Mojiceja Podgorsek
That hazelnut is mine!
Peter Gaber
Full-colour illustrations
32 pages, 230 x 280 mm
Hardcover
Subject: Arguing and problem solving



Volumes -  2
Extent - 84PP
Size - 203 mm x 203mm
Binding - Padded Cover

Specifications

Stories for Girls Stories for Boys

Enchanted Fairies

Volumes -  10
Extent - 16PP
Size - 203.2mm x 203.2mm
Binding - Centre Stitch 

Specifications

Aesop was a storyteller who lived in ancient Greece.
Aesop’s fables are a treasure trove of moral lessons that every 
child should learn! Accompanied by captivating illustrations, this 

collection of Aesop’s Fables is a handbook for life!

Aesop’s Fables

Specifications

Volumes - 10
Extent - 16PP 
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Center Stitch



Self Help

Specifications

Volumes - 8
Extent - 24PP 
Size - 254mm x 254mm
Binding - Perfect Bound

Young boys and girls view life as both wonderful and challenging. The series - Self-Help Books for 
Kids – aims at giving the right direction to the views and opinions that kids form about life, friends, 

God and themselves while growing up.



Reading Treats

Specifications

Volumes - 8
Extent - 24PP 
Size - 215mm x 279mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

Volumes - 2
Extent - 96PP 
Size - 215mm x 279mm
Binding - Hardbound

BIND - UP



Treasury of Toys is collection of stories designed to introduce 
today’s thoroughly modern child to the quaint, simple joys of 

yesteryear’s toys! These charming little toy tales will keep a child 
enthralled ! Vibrant illustrations accompanying each story will light 

up an eager little reader’s imagination and set it free!

Treasury of Toys

Volumes -  1
Extent - 104PP
Size - 228.6mm x 228.6mm
Binding - Padded with U.V

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 24PP
Size - 228.6mm x 228.6mm
Binding - Center Stitch 

Specifications

This series provides a delightful insight into family and friendships from 
an adorable BearCub’s point of view!  Our eager little readers will easily 
identify with the sweet innocence of a BearCub recognising their own 

curiosity in his happy adventures!

Bear Stories

Volumes -  4
Extent - 24PP
Size - 228.6mm x 228.6mm
Binding - Padded with U.V

Specifications



This series of classic tales is a compilation of favourite fables. This book tells the well beloved story of 
“Gulliver’s Travels”. Retold for today’s modern little reader, this ancient fable upholds the

wisdom of the adage, “ALWAYS HELP THE LITTLE ONES!”.

Favourite Classics

Volumes -  40
Extent - 16PP
Size - 215.9mm x 279.4mm
Binding - Center Stitch 

Specifications



Nothing can match the joy of reading stories brimming 
with laughter, knowledge and lessons for life! Include 
“A Year of Bedtime Stories” in your child’s nightly 

schedule to ensure they dream the sweetest of dreams!

A Year of Bedtime 
Stories

Volumes -  1
Extent - 384PP
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Padded Cover

Specifications

Reading kids should never run out of good stories. Stories Galore 
is a collection of 12 such remarkable storybooks for children that’ll 
never stop amazing them with their collection of both classic and 

novel stories.

Volumes -  12
Extent - 32PP
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Hardcover\Paperback

Specifications Title in the Series
• In Grandpa’s lap
• Grandma’s Fables
• Prince Stories
• Princess Stories
• Adventure Stories
• Arabian Nights

• Fairy Tales
• Animal Tales
• Folk Tales
• Stories for Boys
• Stories for Girls
• Christmas Stories

Stories Galore



Stories from Around 
the World

These stories from around the world have been carefully compiled 
to introduce children to the golden common thread that unites 

our diverse world.  Accompanied by vivid illustrations, each story 
depicts the unique culture and tradition of a particular country, 

while at the same time, speaks of a universal truth that is shared 
the world over.

Volumes -  8
Extent - 16PP
Size - 216mm x 279mm
Binding - Hard back

Specifications

Title in the Series
• The First Sunrise
• Niu Lang and Zhinu
• The Magic Mirror
• The Princess and the Golden Ball
• The Well

• Love of the Forest
• Pandora’s box
• Language of Birds
• The Well

BIND - UP

Volumes -  1
Extent - 132PP
Size - 216mm x 279mm
Binding - Flexibound/          
  HardBound with U.V 

Specifications

Moral Values
The joy of reading is not merely a leisure time activity. What we read shapes our perception of the world around us. The 

present series is written to empower young readers develop such an understanding of their existence that is rich in sensitivity and 
upright values. The stories guide the readers through handling different emotions and becoming stronger individuals in the process.

Volumes -  10
Extent - 16PP
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications



BIND - UP

Specifications

Volumes -  1
Extent - 208PP
Size - 222mm x 171mm
Binding - Hardbound

Specifications

Tucked into each of these Animal Fables is a gentle moral that 
children can imbibe into their own way of life.

Specifications

Volumes -  8
Extent - 24PP
Size - 191mm x 229mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

Animal Fables

Title in the Series
• Bark the Dog
• Grunter the Ape
• Reddy the Fox
• Pan the Giant Panda
• Manty the Praying 

Mantis
• Patty the Parrot
• Boohoo the Kangaroo
• Mozzy the Mosquito

“Aesop’s Fables” is a meticulous mix of favourite fables 
from Aesop. Each fable has been chosen for the moral 
message it holds, with an aim to empower our littlest 
readers with a moral compass to discern right and 

wrong.

Specifications

Volumes -  8
Extent - 24PP
Size - 191mm x 229mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

Title in the Series
• The Buffoon & the  

Countryman
• The Labourer and the  

Nightingale
• The North wind and the Sun
• The Stag and his Reflection
• The Vain Jackdaw and his bor-

rowed Feathers
• The Young Thief and his 

Mother
• Three Bullocks and a Lion
• A Thief who told Lies

BIND - UPAesop’s

Specifications

Volumes -  1
Extent - 208PP
Size - 222mm x 171mm
Binding - Hardbound

Specifications



BIND - UP

Specifications

Volumes -  1
Extent - 208PP
Size - 222mm x 171mm
Binding - Hard Bound

Specifications

“101 Ridiculous Rambles” is a unique set of very funny fables guarantedd to keep 
little readers giggling themselves into grand moods! Each story whimsically winds 
itself into a ridiculously hilarious plot that in the end tumbles into a rib-tickling 

rhyme! A must-have for children who love a cheeky chuckle!

Specifications

Volumes -  8
Extent - 24PP
Size - 191mm x 229mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

and Rib Tickling Rhymes
Rediculous Rambles

Title in the Series
 Knotty Brothers!
 Symphony of Snores!
 Higgledy-Hare and  

 Peter-Anteater!
 Fruit Salad!
 Walking Talking  

 Stick! 
 Pillow-Fight!
 Bonnet Full of Baby  

 Ducks!
 Hssssssssssssssssss!

BIND - UP

Specifications

Volumes -  1
Extent - 208PP
Size - 222mm x 171mm
Binding - Hard Bound

Specifications

Bedtime stories are much more than tools to prepare children to sleep. They form 
the foundation of creative minds, and in many ways strengthen parent-child bond.
The present collection of bedtime stories from classic authors, like Grimm Brothers, 
Hans Christian Andersen and Charles Perrault, are sure to take young minds into a 

world of escapade. Funny, artistic artworks make the cherry on the cake.

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 32PP
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

101 Anderson tales



A delightful set of board books specially designed to be visually stimulating 
for little kids. Little hands will enjoy exploring the bright eye-catching 

illustrations where each picture is labelled with its name.

Board Books
Specifications

Volumes - 10
Extent - 12PP 
Size - 297mm x 420mm
Binding - Board 

Die Cut Books
Specifications

Volumes - 12
Extent - 12PP 
Size - 177mm x 165mm
Binding - EVA/Board



This book is a beautiful combination of girls favourite objects and 
things which are beautifully designed for doodles.

Princess Doodles

Specifications

Volumes - 8
Extent - 48PP 
Size - 297mm x 420mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Little

PrincessPrincess
Colouring & Doodle 
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© 2017 by mammoth world
Published by mammoth world
Printed in India

Specifications

Volumes - 1
Extent - 96PP 
Size - 254mm x 254mm
Binding - Hardbound

Baby Bible

Specifications

Volumes - 2
Extent - 38PP 
Size - 127mm x 177mm
Binding - Padded Board Book



My First Encyclopedia is an knowledge gaining small book for children to flip 
through. They will gain information and learn facts on each page. The pictures are 
eye catching to create a real environment for the children and take them into the 

world of Knowledge. 

My First Encyclopedia

Specifications

Volumes -  10
Extent - 24PP
Size - 203mm x 203mm
Binding - Center Stitch

The Children’s Encyclopedia

Volumes -  4
Extent - 192PP
Size - 203mm x 254mm
Binding - Hardback

Specifications

• OCEANS
• ANIMALS
• DINOSAURS
• HUMAN BODY

Title in the Series



Volumes -  1
Extent - 104PP
Size - 222mm x 171mm
Binding - Flexibound

Specifications

BIND - UP

Fantastical Folklores

Specifications

Volumes -  6
Extent - 16PP
Size - 191mm x 229mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

This series of 50 Russian folktales enchants us with 
fantastical adventures against a vivid Russian backdrop of 
fabled forests and majestic mountains. Each story has been 
carefully selected for its cultural appeal  to introduce our 

eager little readers to the rich variety of folklore that is an 
integral part of our world’s heritage.

Title in the Series
• Good Not ...BAD!
• Incapable Man
• Man and The Bear
• Prince Vanko and 

Princess Martha
• The Frog Queen
• The Wicked Witch

BIND - UP

Volumes -  1
Extent - 104PP
Size - 222mm x 171mm
Binding - Flexibound

Specifications

Folklore from Arabia

Specifications

Volumes -  6
Extent - 16PP
Size - 191mm x 229mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

This series of 50 folktales compiled from the famed Arabian Nights 
enchants us with mystical adventures against an exotic backdrop 
of desert dunes and pristine palaces. Each story has been carefully 
selected for its cultural appeal  to introduce our eager little readers 
to the rich variety of folklore that is an integral part of our world’s 

heritage.

Title in the Series
• The Sultan
• The Genie
• Sindbad
• The Fair Persian
• Second Katendar
• Third Katendar



No More Humdrum Tales
Since time immemorial, stories have been narrated to kids to teach them lessons of life. No More Humdrum Tales is 

an amazing collection of fairy tales woven in a manner that would encourage the readers to relate them with events, 
people, things and situations they encounter in real life.

Volumes -  12
Extent - 16PP
Size - 229mm x 178mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

Specifications

Volumes -  2
Extent - 184PP
Size - 190.5mm x 298.45mm
Binding - Hard back

Specifications

BIND - UP

EXTRA COVER 
AVAILABLE

   
Value based 

Learning

Title in the Series
 Give up Jealousy
 Learn to Forgive
 Learn to be Honest
 Learn to Share
 Learn to be Courageous
 Learn to be Polite
 Give up Greed
 Learn to be Punctual

 Learn to be Kind
 Learn to Manage Anger
 Learn to Respect
 Learn to Listen
 Learn to Manage Time
 Learn to Sympathise
 Learn to Obey
 Learn to Take Pride

 Learn Good Habits
 Learn to be Patient
 Learn to Cooperate
 Learn to be Confident Volumes -  20

Extent - 24PP 
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Centre Stitch 

Specifications

Mammoth’s Value Based Series
Kids need to learn not just facts from books but values about life as well. Stories 
come in handy for the purpose. Mammoth’s Value Based Series brings a collection 
of books with moral based stories. Each book explores a particular value. The 

stories end with a moral underlining a message to be taught.



Specifications

Volumes -  3
Extent - 176PP
Size - 215mm x 279mm
Binding - Paperback

Specifications

Volumes -  2
Extent - 216PP
Size - 215mm x 279mm
Binding - Paperback

The Super Math series is recommended for students as a source of interesting review and challenging questions for extensive 
practice. The series helps children in the development of logical, analytical and algebraic thinking skills.

Super Maths

Volumes -  4
Extent - 80PP
Size - 177mm x 228mm
Binding - Perfect Bound

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 96PP
Size - 177mm x 228mm
Binding - Perfect Bound

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 120PP
Size - 177mm x 228mm
Binding - Perfect Bound

Specifications

Mammoth Abridged Classics is a series of well-loved classics, especially simplified for children. This careful compilation aims 
to introduce the best of the world’s writers to our eager young readers. 

 Graded Classics

Title in the Series

Level-3
 The Invisible Man
 Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
 20000 Leagues Under the Sea 
 Pride & Prejudice

Level-1
 David Copperfield 
 Gulliver’s Travel
 Jungle Book 
 Heidi

Level-2
 Oliver Twist 
 Adventures of    

 Huckleberry Finn
 Adventures of  

 Tom Sawyer 
 Treasure Island

Level-1 Level-2 Level-3



We present Bible Stories in two volumes, the Old 
Testament and the New Testament. Brimming with classic 
illustrations and the miraculous magic of the Holy Words, 
these volumes bring the message of Good Book to life!

Bible Stories

• Old Testament
• New Testament 

Title in the Series

Volumes -  2
Extent - 104PP
Size - 216mm x 279mm
Binding - Hard Bound

Specifications

8 Bible Stories
2 Colouring Books

Baby Bible Gift Set

NEW TESTAMENT

OLD TESTAMENT



Discover a new world of vibrant and 
colourful activities with hours of fun-filled 

learning.

Activity Books

Title in the Series
• Just for Gorgeous Girls
• Just for Brawny Boys
• Every Princess’ Diary

Specifications

Volumes -  3
Extent - 32PP
Size - 216mm x 216mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

Volumes -  1
Extent - 52PP
Size - 216mm x 216mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 32PP
Size - 241mm x 241mm
Binding - Section Sewn   
  Paperback

Specifications
This series follows young Nicholas Globe Trotter on a 

fantastical learning adventure around the world! Children 
will thoroughly enjoy learning about the different historical, 
geographical, social and cultural traditions of each country 
and will learn to recognise the underlying oneness that unites 
our world! This series aims to teach our eager young readers 

that the world is truly right at their feet!

Globetrotter

• Nicholas Globetrotter in Brazil
• Nicholas Globetrotter in Egypt
• Nicholas Globetrotter in France
• Nicholas Globetrotter in China

Title in the Series



Specifications

Volumes -  1
Extent - 128PP
Size - 216mm x 280mm
Binding - Hardbound/ 
  Paperback

Specifications

Kids are explorers at heart! If you intend to travel 
the world someday, keep an atlas close by. The 

present one gives a glimpse of the countries of the 
world. The single volume helps readers explore various 
interesting facts about the countries and continents. 

The people, the languages, the cultures and the 
interesting places to see... all come together to make 
this atlas an interesting reading and a must keep.

Atlas

Specifications

Volumes -  1
Extent - 120PP
Size - 165.1mm x 228.6mm
Binding - Section sewn,   
  paperback

Specifications

Doodling is an art form that every child excels in! This book of doodles 
is a treasure trove of colouring activities, puzzles, mazes and creative 

cartoons designed to ignite one’s imagination. Though it has been 
designed for children, it will appeal to the child in every adult as well! 
Hours of quiet entertainment are ensured in clever little doodling games 

where curiosity always triumphs! This book is destined to become a 
must-have for lazy, rainy days when the mind begs to be boggled!

Book of Drawing Doodling 
and Colouring



Sound Books

• Piro the pirate
• Princess petal
• Melo the mermaid
• Spiffy the spaceboy

Title in the Series

• Cinderella
• Little Red Riding Hood
• Pinnochio
• Three little pigs

Title in the Series

Volumes -  20
Extent - 12PP
Size - 199mm x 195mm
Binding - Case bound with  
         rounded corners

Specifications

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 8PP
Size - 203mm x 203mm
Binding - Case bound with   
  rounded corners

Evocative pop-up pages practically leap out of these creative 
books to teach our eager little readers about our world’s varied 
seasons, about dinosaurs from long ago, about wild forest animals 

and about our rich sea-life!

Pop-up

• Dinosaurs
• Sea Life
• Seasons
• Wild animals

Title in the Series



These books have been created to keep busy little girls and boisterous little boys, happily occupied!  Packed with 
pretty patterns and whimsical designs, this book is a treasury for budding fashion designers to express their boundless 
creativity!  Budding architects and aeronautical engineers will find themselves enthralled with robots, space-age aliens, 

military tanks and car mechanics!

Curly Girls and Cool Dudes

Specifications

Volumes -  2
Extent - 64PP
Size - 184mm x 241mm
Binding - Section Sewn   
  paperback

Specifications

• Curly Girl
• Cool Dudes

Title in the Series

These drawing books have been designed to 
keep budding artists happily occupied 

for hours.

I Love to Draw

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 120PP
Size - 215mm x 279mm
Binding - Section Sewn  
   paperback  
   with Die cutting

Specifications

• Machine
• Farm
• Animals
• Princess

Title in the Series



Puzzle Mania is a series of jigsaw puzzles designed to teach children to learn while at play. It gives a child a 
chance to improve his mental faculties and encourages independence. Through this series, a child ‘puts the pieces 

together’ in more ways than one!

Puzzle Mania

Specifications

Volumes - 4
Extent - 12PP 
Size - 152mm x 152mm
Binding - Board Book

Title in the Series
• Animal Kingdom
• Modes of Transport
• My Fantasy World
• Under the Sea

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 96PP + 8 pp stickers
Size - 215.9mm x 152.4mm
Binding - Section Sewn  
  paperback   
  with Die cutting

Specifications

Doodling and colouring books are a first choice to keep restless little angels busy! A chance 
and choice to colour their favourite dinosaurs and spooky monsters make these books priceless! 

Unleash the artist in your child with these books!

My Favourite Doodle Pads

• Dinosaurs
• Monsters
• Spooky Things
• Robots

Title in the Series



Here is a series packed with captivating pictures that teach children to relate and connect to the 
real world they encounter and thus develop their interest in reading

Yabba Dabba Doo

• Juicy Fruits
• Friends at Farm
• Green Veggies
• Wild Creatures
• Sundry Shapes
• My Body
• Things that Go
• Healthy Foods

• Green Earth
• Crunchy Numbers
• Changing Seasons
• My Safety
• Feathery Birds
• Bright Colours
• Big Universe
• Amazing Places

Title in the Series

Specifications

Volumes - 16
Extent - 16PP 
Size - 140mm x 140mm
Binding - Board Book

Drawing does not come easilty to many children. Patterns and shapes can be so confusing!  Here is a fun way 
to help children pick up a pencil and love to learn to draw!

How to Draw Like an Artist

Stickers
With

• Wild Life
• Sea Life
• Funny Cartoons
• Funny Dresses
• My World
• On the Farm
• People at Work
• Things that Go

Title in the Series

Specifications

Volumes -  8
Extent - 24PP +2PP Sticker
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Center Stitch



Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 96PP
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Paperback

Specifications

Specifications

Volumes -  1
Extent - 296PP
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Paperback

Title in the Series
• Space Heroes
• Mad for Math
• Science Lab
• Time Trail

365 Activity Book Mandalas
Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 48PP
Size - 228mm x 228mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 48PP
Size - 210mm x 297mm
Binding - Center Stitch



Volumes -  8
Extent - 24PP
Size - 216mm x 279mm
Binding - Section Sewn   
  Paperback

Specifications

• Moppet the Mammoth enjoys the Christmas
• Moppet the Mammoth learns to love his bath
• Moppet the Mammoth learns to love fruits
• Moppet the Mammoth Goes for a Picnic

Title in the Series

• Moppet the Mammoth’s Birthday
• Moppet the Mammoth and Family
• Moppet the Mammoth and Friends
• Moppet the Mammoths goes for a Movie

We believe that parents are a child’s first teachers and that a home is a child’s first school. With this in mind, 
Mammoth Graded Stories introduces a fun filled series of books designed to meet the early reading needs of 

little children. Written in a simple and captivating rhyme that children will find fun to recite and memorise, each 
story is brought to life by colourful and evocative illustrations. Each story follows the Mammoth family on 

their fun filled daily schedule that children will want to make their own!

Moppet the Mammoth

Title in the Series
• Sunbeam Safety
• Happy Hobby Hills
• Valley of Values
• Mountain of Manners

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 24PP
Size - 191mm x 216mm
Binding - Section Sewn 
  Paperback

“Life’s little lessons
from Laughaloud Land”

Good manners, Happy habits, Safety rules and 
Gentle values are life’s little lessons that should 
be inculcated in every child!  This series seeks to 
accomplish this against the whimsical backdrop of 

Laughaloud Land!



Volumes -  2
Extent - 18PP
Size - 203mm x 230mm
Binding - Padded with UV

Specifications

Granny Goose Nursery Rhymes

Title in the Series
 Granny Goose  

 Rhymes for Boys
 Granny Goose  

 Rhymes for Girls

Ins i d e

Picture 
Dictionary

Specifications

Volumes -  1
Extent - 112PP
Size - 222mm x 171mm
Binding - Hardback



Doodles are not just for children! Every inquisitive and creative mind needs to doodle!  This mind boggling collection of 
doodle books takes dots and drawing to a whole new dimension!

Dot-a-doodle

SpecificationsSpecifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 30PP
Size - 215.9mm x 279.4mm
Binding - Center stitch, all pages 
  fully laminated for  
  washable pen
  Felt pen optional

• Numbers
• Shapes
• Activity
• First Word

Title in the Series

Kids first recognise pictures and then learn their names. The present series 
is a methodical collection of words and pictures that will help young kids 

pick names associated with pictures effortlessly.

Know them Name them

Title in the Series
• Creatures in the Wild
• Action Words
• Life in Air
• Colours
• Communication
• Prehistoric Life
• Our Planet
• Dresses Around  

the World
• Famous People
• Great Emperors
• Me & My Body
• Crawling  

Creatures
• Cosmos

• Inventions &  
Discoveries

• Let’s Count
• People at Work
• Green Life
• Safety Habits
• Shapes
• Let’s Play
• Toys & Gadgets
• Music, Dance & 

Drama
• Happy Rides
• Marvelling Sights

Volumes -  4
Extent - 24PP
Size - 210mm x 210mm
Binding - Perfect Bound

Specifications



Colouring is fun! It promotes creativity and even improves concentration. This colouring book is packed with fun 
and attractive illustrations accompanied with vibrant colour swatches and will keep budding artists happy for hours!

Fun Colouring Books

Title in the Series
• My little colouring book
• Let’s Colour the Farm
• Hats On, Pens Drawn
• Pencils to Crayons

Specifications

Volumes -  4
Extent - 32PP
Size - 216mm x 279mm
Binding - Center Stitch

• Merry Christmas
• On the Farm
• My World
• In the Jungle
• Monster Ahoy
• Under the Sea
• Night Dwellers
• Beautiful Seasons

Title in the Series

Specifications

Volumes - 8
Extent - 48PP 
Size - 297mm x 420mm
Binding - Center Stitch

Colouring Books
Specifications

Volumes - 6
Extent - 380PP 
Size - 240mm x 240mm
Binding - Perfect Bound
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